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EDITORIAL

Dear Colleagues and Friends,
We are very pleased to present our spring list 2021 to you!

Ulrike Düwert
Rights Director
u.duewert@verlagsgruppe-oetinger.de
Phone: + 49 40 607 909 713

Again, we have chosen an interactive format for the catalogue so a click on
the covers will lead you directly to the infosheet of the title you are interested
in. Besides that, you will find many sample translations, long summaries, and
reader’s reports as additional material!
It has become obvious that everyone of us has been affected by the long-lasting
current situation in one way or the other. Especially children with their loss of
structure and stimulation are going through a difficult time. We hope our books
will contribute to positive moments of cuddly reading aloud with parents,
exciting escapes into phantasy worlds or romantic daydreams.
Marlene is a new addition to the team and has been dedicating her energy to our
Foreign Rights exclusively since last winter. We are very happy to have her!

Marlene Sturm
Senior Foreign Rights Manager
m.sturm@verlagsgruppe-oetinger.de
Phone: + 49 40 607 909 782

From what we can tell now it might again be difficult this year to meet in person,
at busy fairs we all miss so much. Nonetheless, we do not want to get out of touch,
but we would love to hear from you! We would like to encourage you to contact
us whenever you want to talk – even if it is just for a catchup chat.
Stay safe and sane and healthy!
Ulrike & Marlene

Ulrike Düwert
Rights Director

Marlene Sturm
Senior Foreign Rights Manager

Cover illustration by Leonard Erlbruch: “Und wo sind MEINE Punkte?” (“I’ve Lost My Spots!”, p. 10) © Verlag Friedrich Oetinger, Hamburg 2021

We would
love to keep you
updated once a month,
please register for our

NEWSLETTER
here!
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Eight little Shetland ponies enjoy going to sleep?
Oh no they don’t!

BOARD BOOKS

A Fun Way to Learn to Count

Heartwarming Dinosaur Story
for Young Children
Long-awaited book for the smallest dinosaur fans

Built-in snuggle factor: amusing
bedtime story for little pony fans

Featuring children's
favourite dinos from
T-Rex to Triceratops!

8, 7, 6, 5... - A cozy
countdown to slumber

Full English translation available

Full English translation available

Annette Moser, Carola Sturm

Carola Häfner, Larisa Lauber

Little Ponies Go to Sleep

Little Dinosaur Wants His Mum

Board Book Ages 24 month + | 20 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-2131-9

Board Book Ages 24 month +
14 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-2139-5

The ponies in this delightful board book still have things to do: they want to gallop
across the fields, balance on tree trunks, graze on the apple trees, and play hide and
seek in the straw. It’s all very exciting – but gradually,
one after the other, they start to shut their eyes …

Creak… crack… The little Brachiosaurus emerges from his egg. But where
is his mum? She’s nowhere to be seen. The little dinosaur decides to
follow her footprints. On the way he encounters all kinds of dinosaurs –
but none of them is his mum. Then he suddenly hears someone calling
in the forest, and a long neck rises up from within the leaves. Mum?

Ends with a
real wow factor!
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Happy Easter, Little Bunny!
A first Easter book for young
egg-hunters

An egg-hunt with a
difference: who’s hopping
around in the Easter nest?

Sabine Praml, Christiane Hansen

Heinz Brand, Marina Rachner

Susanne Lütje, Lisa Rammensee

Tails Bobbing and Ears Flopping:
Seven Little Hares Race Merrily to the Water!

Reuben the Easter Bunny

Knock, Knock! Who’s in the Egg?

Board Book Ages 24 month +
12 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7512-0011-0

Board Book Ages 24 month +
16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-2136-4

The little bunny Reuben discovers that he’s old
enough to become an Easter Bunny. Thankfully, his
grandpa can help him. Together they visit the henhouse and prepare a big surprise for Easter morning:
an egg hunt for the whole bunny family!

Knock, knock! It’s coming from the egg. But who can
it be? A busy bunny listens in to all the eggs – and
young readers can discover the little inhabitants along
with him. The delightful egg-dwellers include a fluffy
penguin, a yellow chick, a platypus, a crocodile and a
little tortoise. But shhh! No sound is coming from the
last egg. Whatever could be in there?

The latest story in the hit “Seven Hares” series –
more than 230,000 copies sold

BOARD BOOKS

More From the Runaway Hit Hares

Tried and tested
themes: days out, familiy
Life with children
rhymed to the point!
A total of
6 volumes available
Full English translation available

Board Book Ages 24 month + | 16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-2112-8
They’re off to the bathing lake! They just need to pack a thousand and one things, put
suncream on their little noses, fasten their helmets – and then they’re off on their balance
bikes, scooters and tagalongs. They’ll soon be able to splash around to their hearts’ content.
And then it will all be topped off by a yummy ice cream. Hurray! What a brilliant day…

Rights of the series sold to

A warm-hearted Easter-themed
book about growing up
Made of sturdy board to withstand
small hands

Written by rhyme queen Susanne
Lütje (“The best Dad in the world”)
Large egg-flaps encourage
children to guess and discover
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Everyone sleeps better
with a lullaby

Combines powerful
themes: illness, comfort,
recovery and friendship

Hans-Christian Schmidt, Pina Gertenbach

Dagmar Henze

Kathrin Lena Orso, Heike Vogel

Look What my Dad Can Do!

Rock-a-bye Baby –
The Loveliest Lullabies

You’ll Be Better Soon

The perfect gift for all dads and their
children: a charming book about love

BOARD BOOKS

My Dad Is the Best!

Full English translation available

Board Book Ages 24 month + | 14 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1494-6
In this board book, all the Daddy Animals show off their particular skills. Daddy Hare can
jump the highest; Daddy Crocodile can open his mouth the widest; Daddy Chameleon is
the best at changing colour; Daddy Peacock can turn the best cartwheels; and Daddy Frog
is the best at catching flies. But what can the human Daddy, Knut, do best?

Thumbwheel and sturdy tabs
encourage youngsters to join in

Board Book Ages 24 month +
24 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7512-0008-0
This book offers a selection of traditional and
modern songs bound to appeal to all small
children. Includes classics such as “Sleep, Baby,
Sleep”, “Lullaby, Good Night” and “La-Le-Lu”
particularly loved by children. A book for
children and their parents to cherish for years
to come!

Board Book Ages 24 month +
16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-2125-8
Oh dear – the little animals aren’t very well today!
Sissi the Snail has got backache; Hetty the Hen has
a cold; Carla the Cow has a cough; Dougal the Dog
has fallen off his scooter; Cathy the Cat has a thorn
in her paw; and Benny the Bear has tummy ache.
Luckily the little animals have good friends to take
care of them. Thanks to heat rubs, herbal tea, cuddle
blankets, cherry stone pillows and plasters, they will
all soon be better again.

Rhyme and repetition – trained teacher
Kathrin Orso understands how small
children think and feel

Full English translation available
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Turning keys to open the extra-large flaps
A fun way to develop fine motor skills

BOARD BOOKS

Innovative Concept!

Exquisite Board Book
With Cool Rainbow Features
Child-friendly rhymes on every spread

Full English translation available

Sandra Grimm, Christine Faust

Anne-Kristin Schorling, Dagmar Henze

My First Turn-the-key Book – Where is Farmer Fred?

I Know My Colours

Board Book Ages 24 month + | 12 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-2141-8

Board Book Ages 12 month + | 18 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7512-0038-7

Oscar the dog is full of excitement: the postman has delivered a parcel! He is desperate
to give it to the farmer. But where is Farmer Fred? Oscar has to look behind all the
various stable doors to find him – and he urgently needs the children’s help. Thank
goodness opening doors is such fun (and that it’s so good for their fine motor skills too!)

This beautifully die-cut picture dictionary with layered pages contains over 130 objects that small
children will recognise from their daily lives. The fire engine says nee-nar, nee-nar – but what
colour is it? Just remind me what colour poppies are? As for the lion: he’s a strong creature with a
colour to match. Children will delight in learning the many colours of the rainbow in no time at all.

Who can turn the key to
open the farmyard doors?

Ideal present for a baby: the perennial theme
of ‘colours’ combined with great design
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BOARD BOOKS

Every Child Would Love to Have an Animal Friend Like This
Eye-catching on the book-stands – popular animals make these must-have books

Carla Felgentreff, Diana Kohne

Carla Felgentreff, Diana Kohne

Carla Felgentreff, Diana Kohne

Carla Felgentreff, Diana Kohne

My Animal Friends –
Hello, Little Koala!

My Animal Friends –
Hello, Little Hippo!

My Animal Friends –
Hello, Little Whale!

My Animal Friends –
Hello, Little Penguin!

Board Book Ages 12 month +
14 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7512-0021-9

Board Book Ages 12 month +
14 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7512-0022-6

Board Book Ages 12 month +
14 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7512-0024-0

Board Book Ages 12 month +
14 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7512-0023-3

Yummy scrummy! The little koala is ravenous.
Might the other animals be able to help him
find something to eat? Berries? Seeds? That’s no
good for koalas! Thank goodness Mum knows
what her little one likes to eat.

Booor-ing! The little hippo is desperate for a
playmate. The other animals come up with all
kinds of brilliant suggestions, but climbing,
hide and seek, and running races don’t appeal.
What does a baby hippo really want to do?

Blubb, blubb, blubb… The little whale takes a big
breath and dives below the water. At some point,
he’s going to have to breathe out again. But how? The
other underwater animals show him how they do it.
But there’s only one solution for the little whale.

Brrr! The little penguin is freezing. How
can he warm up? There’s no room among
the other animals. Thank goodness Mum
is cuddly and warm!

Full English translation available

Full English translation available

Full English translation available

Full English translation available

Attractively
die-cut
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BOARD BOOKS

Oodles of Jigsaw Fun With
the Bestselling Little Owl

The Little Owl wonders
what’s inside the big egg

With charming rhymes and colourful illustrations
Friendship: A topic
close to everyone’s hearts

With six
large-format
mix and match
jigsaw pieces

Susanne Weber, Tanja Jacobs

The Little Owl – My First Jigsaw Fun
Board Book Ages 18 month +
12 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-2110-4
“Someone’s crying: who can it be?” Is it coming from the sea?
The Little Owl sets straight off to find out. On her way, she
bumps into the hedgehog, the pig, the beaver and the mouse,
who all join in with the hunt. And who do they find in the
end? Poor sad bee sitting by the sea.
“All alone and oh so sad – but now you’ve found me, I’m so glad!”
Everyone’s happy again. Hurrah!

Susanne Weber, Tanja Jacobs

The Little Owl – Rat-a-tat-tat,
Whose Egg Is That?
Board Book Ages 18 month +
16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7512-0026-4

1.3 MIO.
COPIES

SOLD OF THE
LITTLE OWL AND
HER FRIENDS

“Too-whit, too-whoo, whose egg are you?” wonders
the Little Owl when she sees an egg in the nest next
door. Where has it come from? And what should they
do? The hare, the bear and the butterfly all have their
own ideas, but only the sparrow knows that it has to
be kept warm. And then there’s a crack – and a little
chick pops out. Hurray!
Full English translation available

Full English translation
available
Rights of the series sold to
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Faster Than The
Wind! A Picture
Book For All Special
Small People

Laugh-out-loud
funny, with brightly
coloured wax crayon
style illustrations

Important Early Years message:
discover your own strengths

Sample English
translation available

Full English
translation available

Watch the trailer
on YouTube

Sinem Sasmaz, Leonard Erlbruch

Michael Engelhardt, Ronald Kruschak

I’ve Lost My Spots!

A Dinosaur Named Fred

Picture Book Ages 4+ | 32 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0234-3
Mr Cheetah is perfectly contented. But one day the other
animals start to make comments about him. A cheetah
without spots – what kind of a cheetah is that? On the hunt
for his spots, Mr Cheetah is teased and taunted until he feels
quite worthless. But then he discovers his strong point: he
can run. Faster than anyone! Suddenly all the other animals
are envying the fastest creature in the world. But Mr Cheetah
doesn’t care about their opinions any more. Now he is
confident and proud to be the way he is!

Confidence-building book,
illustrated by Leonard Erlbruch

PICTURE BOOKS

Gripping
Time Travel
Adventure

Picture Book Ages 4+ | 48 Pages | ISBN 978-3-96846-037-6
Little dinosaur Fred bumps into Annegret, who has set off in Granny’s time machine
and has accidentally ended up travelling back to the Dinosaur Age. When Annegret
wants to return to her own time, they discover that a fully-grown Tyrannosaurus Rex
has mistaken the time machine for an egg, and is busily trying to incubate it.
Fred and Annegret come up with a ruse to lure the T Rex away from the ‘egg’. As a result
of a whole host of unfortunate events, though, it isn’t just Annegret who travels back to
her own time but also Fred and – clamped by the tip of its tail – the T Rex. Cue much
hilarity all round.

Developed with and
approved by children
(test groups found it
hilarious)
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PICTURE BOOKS

Can You Help Me Find
My Way Home?

How Does a Baby Get
Inside Mummy’s Tummy?

Age-appropriate topic of “getting lost”

An engaging approach for young children to the miracle of life

With a leaflet for parents
about “what’s included in
Early Years sex and
relationships education”
by the author, educationalist
and therapist Ayse Can

First picture book by
acclaimed “Unipig” author
Anna Böhm
Two protagonists who
defy all the
stereotypical roles

Full Turkish translation
available on request

Anna Böhm, Imke Sönnichsen

Ayse Can, Ceylan Maurer

Fritz and Frieda – You’re Not Alone

A Baby Brother or Sister for Elif

Picture Book Ages 4+ | 32 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7512-0016-5

Picture Book Ages 5+ | 28 Pages | ISBN 978-3-96846-028-4

Young boar Fritz goes out for a walk in the woods with his parents and younger
siblings. When he’s briefly distracted, he loses sight of Mum and Dad – and before he
knows it, he’s lost! Fortunately he encounters fox-cub Frieda who wants to help him.
Unfortunately, Frieda hurts her leg while she’s looking for his parents. But together
they are bound to find the Wild Boar family – aren’t they?

Five-year-old Elif’s mum tells her that she’s going to have a little brother or sister.
At kindergarten, the children all wonder where babies come from. Their teacher
Aylin draws them pictures to explain how babies are made, how an embryo
develops inside the mother’s womb during pregnancy, and how they are born.
This book answers first questions about sex, pregnancy and birth and explains
how babies are made in a sensitive manner – in German and in Turkish, and
with charming and colourful illustrations by Ceylan Maurer.

Gentle,
Age-appropriate
and Accessible
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READ ALOUD BOOKS

Everything
That Children
Could Wish
to Know
About Water

From Elks
to the
Eiffel Tower
Have fun discovering
Europe

Stories full of educational
information

Sample Translation
Available

Sample Translation
Available

Susanne Orosz, Meike Töpperwien

Henriette Wich, Marie Braner

Water – Splashy Stories to Make You Think and Do

Come on a Reading Journey! – Let’s Visit Europe

Read Aloud Book Ages 5+ | 144 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0232-9

Read Aloud Book Ages 5+ | 128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0231-2

Sara’s on holiday, and it’s raining non-stop. Wherever is all that water coming from? Leon
jumps off the one-meter diving board – or does he? Water can be extremely painful.
Friedrich is interested in the stream in front of his school. Nora wonders if there is water
in the desert. But that’s by no means the end of it. Why do tears taste salty? What happens
during a Christening? How much of our bodies is water? What is virtual water? All of
these important questions are answered clearly and compellingly by this book.

Hanna and Jakob go travelling through Europe with their favourite aunt.
They meet Swedish elks, Swiss mountain rescue dogs, and Spanish footballers.
In Poland they encounter a fire-breathing dragon; in France, they climb the
Eiffel Tower; and in Russia they catch the Trans-Siberian Express. Over the
course of their adventures, they get to know all kinds of children from the
various different countries. It’s incredible, how much Europe has to offer!

Exclusive collaboration with charity Viva con Agua

Powerful and important topic: understanding Europe

On-trend topic: water and sustainability

Unique book for this age group
A fun way to get to know other countries and cultures
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Nee-Naw, nee-naw!!
Stories about everything
that clatters and bangs,
brmms and hums

Andrea Schütze, Carola Sieverding

Jasmin Schaudinn, Carola Sieverding, Nima Kellner

The Wild Forest Four – You Can Do It, Leo!

Little Fox Reads Aloud –
Dinosaurs Ahoy!

Maren von Klitzing, Carola Sieverding,
Caroline Opheys

Volume 4 of the successful
and lively series:
The Wild Forest Four
on a rescue mission

READ ALOUD BOOKS

A read-aloud treasury
for little dinosaur fans:
adventures with T Rex & Co.

Off to School!

3 on-trend themes: forest,
Kindergarten, animals
Each volume shows the animals
helping a Kindergarten-aged child

Read Aloud Book Ages 4+ | 96 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7514-0000-8

Read Aloud Book Ages 3+
64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7514-0006-0

Leo’s best friend is moving up from Forest Kindergarten to big school,
and the quiet little boy is talking even less than he normally does. When
he’s with the Wild Forest Four, the words come pouring out of him.
But the minute another child appears, Leo’s mouth seems to glue itself
shut, and the words just won’t come out. A clear case for the Wild Forest
Four! They invent a fantastic anti-stammer-word chain – and it works
brilliantly. Hurrah!

Snuggle up with Little Fox on the sofa in his cave
while he reads out loud. This time it’s the turn
of the dinosaurs, the biggest creatures loved by
the smallest humans, to feature in a collection of
exciting stories. Three young dinosaurs become
embroiled in a thrilling adventure with the
terrifying T-Rex. Kindergarten friends play with
their toy dinosaurs. And older fans even start their
own dinosaur fan club. Extinct? Not likely! Long
live the dinosaurs!

English Sample Translation
Available
Rights of the
series sold to

Little Fox Reads Aloud –
Brmm, Brmm and Nee-Naw.
Stories for All Young Vehicle Fans
Read Aloud Book Ages 2+
20 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0250-3
Going to kindergarten on a tractor? Lucky Mayla
lives on a farm and when she and Mum miss the
bus in the mornings, they just go back and fetch
the tractor. Pablo wants a digger for his birthday.
Will he get a real one, like the ones on the building
sites? And Lina and her Granny watch as old
bottles and jars clatter-bang their way into the
giant recycling truck.
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READ ALOUD BOOKS

Powerful, Empathetic Series – an Ideal Present!
Perfect for train, bus and car journeys

Hannelore Diercks
Marika Blau

Anne Ameling
Elias Linnekuhl

Marliese Arold
Stéffie Becker

Elisabeth Zöller, Brigitte Kolloch,
Miriam Cordes

Maren von Klitzing
Melanie Garanin

Sandra Grimm
Barbara Korthues

I Like Reading
Aloud – Today is
your Birthday!

I Like Reading
Aloud – I Love
Being with You!

I Like Reading
Aloud – Good Night,
Sweet Dreams!

I Like Reading
Aloud – Everything’s
Going To Be Fine!

I Like Reading
Aloud – Everything’s
More Fun with You!

I Like Reading Aloud –
Hurray, Hurray, Hurray –
Reading Every Day!

Read Aloud Book Ages 4+
48 Pages | 978-3-7514-0013-8

Read Aloud Book Ages 4+
48 Pages | 978-3-7514-0010-7

Read Aloud Book Ages 4+
48 Pages | 978-3-7514-0012-1

Read Aloud Book Ages 4+
48 Pages | 978-3-7514-0009-1

Read Aloud Book Ages 4+
48 Pages | 978-3-7514-0011-4

Read Aloud Book Ages 4+
48 Pages | 978-3-7514-0014-5

It’s your day today, so make the
most of it with this little readaloud present just for you. Let’s
share a yummy birthday cake
while we decide what to do. Shall
we go outside together in the
rain, or might we be having some
unexpected visitors? Birthdays

The world is huge, and there are
endless new things to discover.
This read-aloud book will be with
you every step of the way as you
see and experience new things.
Together, we forge an unusual
friendship with a monster. We
will play police force. Or we

Here’s your little read-aloud
bedtime companion. Let’s snuggle
up with our cuddly toys, sink
into our comfy bed of stories, and
even receive an unexpected visit
from a surpisingly nice ghost.
Going to bed is such fun. Shall we
read a story? In short: a dreamily

Here’s your little read-aloud
sticking plaster. Together, we’ll
defeat the ‘inner worm’, build
the best dens in the world, and
play with the contrary bears.
That’ll make everything miles
better! Read-aloud stories can
go anywhere with you. On the

Life is much nicer and more
cheerful when I’m with you.
Here’s a little bit of read-aloud
fun for you. Together we’re going
to make a crazy backwards day.
We’re going to have hiccups or
even have breakfast in bed. That’ll
be fun. Shall we read together?

Good news! Whether we’re riding
a giraffe to football, having a wild
party in a pig-sty, or even trying out
Granny’s fantastic wishing machine
– we’re guaranteed to have some
fun with this wonderful treasure
of a book. Shall we read together?
A delightful discovery for our own

are just brilliant – so let’s read
together. Come rain or sleet,
storm or snow, we can always find
a place for a Reading Aloud book.

bravely face our fears. Whatever
we’re doing, it’s better to do it
together.

delightful collection of bedtime
stories for children, parents, and
anyone who reads or listens to
them.

train, in the car, on the bus, in
the waiting room. Evening and
morning, noon and night, or any
time in between: the little ReadAloud book will always be there
for you when you need it.

Yes: here come the stories about
the thing that children can’t get
enough of. Fun!

and other people’s children – and for
anyone who likes to read aloud.

Strong cast of characters depicts a range of emotions
Successful series explores and helps children to understand feelings
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With more feeling, better design, and new topics

READ ALOUD BOOKS

A Whole New Look For the Much-loved Minute Stories

3 MORE
BOOKS
COMING UP IN
THIS SERIES!

Perfect for train, bus and car journeys

Maren von Klitzing, Melanie Garanin

Sandra Grimm, Barbara Korthues

Jasmin Schaudinn, Jutta Berend

Maren von Klitzing, Stéffie Becker

Giggles, Laughter and Silliness –
3-5-8-Minute Stories

The Wild Adventures
of Knights and Pirates –
3-5-8-Minute Stories

Splash, Splosh, Kindergarten
Bosh – 3-5-8-Minute Stories

Let’s Snuggle Up and Dream –
3-5-8-Minute Stories

Read Aloud Book Ages 3+
144 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7514-0018-3

Read Aloud Book Ages 3+
144 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7514-0024-4

The 10th volume of this successful series
deals with Kindergarten – and so successfully
that every kindergarten child will recognise
themselves in the stories. They are variously
funny, thought-provoking and empathic;
climate change warriors, sleepy-heads and
racing drivers alike will find themselves and
their family lives reflected. The stories are thus
ideal for the all-important going-to-bed ritual.

Bold girls, brave boys, lost dogs, busy squirrels,
tired witches and sleepless chickens … but they
have one thing in common: they all fall fast asleep
at the end of their adventures. And children and
parents can have their own little adventure, too,
as they decide how long the story is going to be.
Whether three, five or eight minutes, there’s always
one to suit. Snuggling and dreaming is so lovely!

Read Aloud Book Ages 3+
144 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7514-0023-7
By the seaside, in the car, in the garden, or
snuggled up in bed at night… wherever you
are, these warm-hearted stories about witches,
wizards, fairies, pirates and knights are bound to
bring a smile to the faces of adults and children
alike. And best of all: children and their parents
can choose whether they want to read for three,
five or even eight minutes.

It’s always happy time with this
big and cheerful read-aloud book
Warm-hearted, true to life, and
laugh-out-loud funny: even more
amusement for all the family
Rights of the series sold to

Read Aloud Book Ages 3+
144 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7514-0022-0
The crafty knight Roastbeef and his hilarious
donkey Remoulade win their first jousting
tournament. The feared female pirate Piranha
searches for treasure and finds a green monster.
The queen defeats the dangerously pongy
farting pirates. Just three of the 20+ stories, all
lasting 3-8 minutes, whose heroes and heroines
are guaranteed to appeal to swashbuckling
young pirates and brave knights alike.

Knights and pirates: massively popular
with girls and boys alike
Fantastical sea adventures, with
top-notch illustrations
Rights of the series sold to

Top everyday topic for this age group:
Kindergarten
Warm-hearted, amusing, true to life:
makes the idea of Kindergarten even
more appealing!
Rights sold to

A whole new look for the much-loved
‘minute stories’
“Sleep” topic loved by children and
parents alike
Snuggly stories with dreamily beautiful
illustrations
Rights of the series sold to
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Family fun from Monday
to Sunday: a new adventure
every day

READ ALOUD BOOKS

My favourite read-aloud
treasury for those snuggly
goodnight moments

Kurt Goes Ninja:
A New Adventure
For the Reluctant
Unicorn
A fictional first: a grumpy
ninja unicorn
“In” Ninja topic: boys love Kurt, too!
Third volume of the hilarious series:
join the Cult of Kurt

Henriette Wich, Stéffie Becker

Henriette Wich, Tessa Rath

Chantal Schreiber, Stephan Pricken

My Very First Read-Aloud
Sweet Dreams Treasury

My Week of Stories –
Welcome to Our Forest!

Kurt – Mission Unicorn

Read Aloud Book Ages 2+
96 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7514-0004-6

Read Aloud Book Ages 4+
80 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7514-0002-2

It’s never too soon for young listeners to share
the joy of reading aloud. In this book of short
stories about sleep and dreaming, all mums
and dads and grannies and grandpas will find
something to encourage little ones to drift off
to sleep. Stefan can’t sleep without his cuddly
dragon – but oh dear! He can’t find it. However,
dreaming will sort it all out. The children in
these stories all dream their favourite dream:
Jenny dreams about being a firefighter, Pauline
dreams her dream of sheep, and Konstantin
dreams about his dad the monster-slayer…

Forest ranger Andrea lives with her husband,
their children, Granny and Lolli the dachshund
in Seven Oaks Forest. There, the family has
a new adventure every day of the week. On
Monday, Lolli prevents a forest fire. On Tuesday,
the children discover a fox’s lair. On Monday,
the Forest Kindergarten comes to visit. On
Thursday, a tree plays a central role. Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, too, are packed with
adventures. There’s no risk of boredom in
Seven Oaks Forest!

Friendship? Duty? Kurt can take them or leave them. But when Fred, leader of the brave
Ninja Goldfish, needs help, the grumpy unicorn gets stuck straight in. Ninja goldfish
are vanishing from Fred’s shoal. Kurt quickly turns himself into the world’s first Ninja
Unicorn. The two heroes set out on a rollercoaster hunt for the missing fish. Things start
to look dicey, and they end up being helped by a violet-scented farting Twonicorn. In
short: Kurt is back – grumpier and funnier than ever!

For children aged 2+ – essential
for their development

Read Aloud Book Ages 5+ | 112 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7514-0005-3

Full English translation
available
Chantal Schreiber about
“Kurt” on YouTube
Watch „Children‘s Books
on Tour“ on YouTube

An exciting new forest-based story
for every day of the week
Comes with a colour-your-own days
of the week wheel

Rights sold to
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295.000
COPIES

READ ALOUD BOOKS

Maluna Moonshine in an
Enchanting New Guise

There's
Nowhere
More Hygge
Than the
Gnome
Forest!

SOLD OF
THIS SERIES

Enchanting stories with magical illustrations and a magical new look

Read-aloud delight
with peek-through
cover

Andrea Schütze, Tina Kraus

Andrea Schütze, Tina Kraus

Andrea Schütze, Tina Kraus

Eva Dax, Sabine Dully

Maluna Moonshine –
The Little Goodnight Fairy

Maluna Moonshine –
Fairies Stick Together

Maluna Moonshine –
A Magical Day at School

Welcome to Gnome-world –
The Secret of the Forest Gnomes

Read Aloud Book Ages 4+
128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7514-0015-2

Read Aloud Book Ages 4+
128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7514-0016-9

Read Aloud Book Ages 4+
128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7514-0017-6

Read Aloud Book Ages 4+ | 128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0180-3

Deep in the faraway magical forest
lives the little Goodnight Fairy, Maluna
Moonshine. She is a very special kind of
fairy – namely the only one who brings
real fairy presents to children during
the night. For this, she needs the help of
her friends – such as Rattly Ranunculus
the witch and, of course, the Rose Red
sisters. Would you like to join her? Then
snuggle up with your cuddliest pillow
while you listen to these stories. Have
fun with Maluna Moonshine and then
have sweet fairy-filled dreams!

Maluna’s best friend Pepita Polkadot is
in trouble! Maluna immediately sets out
to help her. But what can a little fairy do
when confronted by sinister salamanders,
glowering newts, and blobby monsters?
All sorts of things! Give your favourite soft
toy a big cuddle as you listen to Maluna’s
latest adventure. Enjoy – and good night!

It’s a big moment for small Goodnight
Fairies: the little air fairy Minimee
Breeze is starting school. Who’s going
to help her? Maluna Moonshine, of
course! Thank goodness Maluna
can count on the other fairies in the
Magical Forest, too. Would you like to
know how Minimee’s first day goes?
Whether there are other little fairies
from the Magical Forest at her school?
Whether there are enough goody bags
to go round? Then snuggle up and
listen as Mum or Dad reads you the
story. Enjoy – and sleep well!

Unbeatable trio of topics:
fairies, going to sleep, magic
Everyone’s favourite fairy Maluna
and her magical fairy friends

Sample translation
of first volume available
Rights of the series sold to

EXPERTISE
for series
available upon
request!

Exciting news! Runkel the Gnome is to represent the missing Gnome Forest Queen. Full
of excitement, she and her friends Jeppe and hamster Oswald go to the Chestnut Woods
in order to ‘gnomify’ them: they have to sweep the moss, paint the leaves and make sure
everything sounds nice and rustly. But where’s the Queen – and what are the Forest
Gnomes hiding? Eventually Runkel leaves Oswald the Hamster in charge of the throne,
and sets off on a thrilling adventure with Jeppe …

Funny, heart-warming story for children and parents alike
By the successful and creative duo Dully & Dax

The little Goodnight Fairy
repackaged
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Join the
Escape School!

EARLY READER

Fly to the stars with Insa
and Suzanna! Encourages
girls in particular to believe
that they can do anything!

Improve your reading
with this thrilling
escape adventure
Rights sold to

Plugs into the
long-standing
“Escape/Exit Game”
trend.

Anne Scheller, Stefanie Wegner, Timo Müller-Wegner

Jule Ambach, Stefanie Wegner, Timo Müller-Wegner

Escape School – The Magic Book

Escape School – The Eerie Mist

Early Reader Ages 7+ | 72 Pages | 978-3-7512-0039-4

Early Reader Ages 7+ | 72 Pages | 978-3-7512-0040-0

Early Reader Ages 7+ | 64 Pages | 978-3-7891-2132-6

Spooky things are happening at the Escape School
since a banned magic spell has conjured up a pack
of horrid hobgoblins. They cause complete chaos
throughout the entire school and put the pupils in
grave danger. Only by solving the tricky puzzles can
emerging readers conquer evil.

Incredible: all the children and teachers at school have frozen
solid – as if they were in the Sleeping Beauty fairytale. What
has happened? Has someone been putting something in their
breakfast? And can the untruthful mirror give them the crucial
clue? You, the reader, need to solve the various puzzles to find out
what’s going on. It’s the only way you’re going to save the school!

To date, eleven German men have been into Outer
Space. Now, at last, it’s the woman’s turn. Insa and
Suzanna are preparing to embark on a research
mission to the ISS space station. They let children
take part in the greatest adventure of their lives,
describe the intensive training, and take their readers
on thrilling parabolic flights. The pair are great role
models, awakening interest in science and technology
for girls in particular. The journey into space
continues in Volume 2, which recounts the voyage to
the ISS. Rocket-fuelled reading for young bookworms.
Packed with illustrations, cool games and word
puzzles, too!

Full English Sample
Translation Available

EXCITING
PUZZLES
INSIDE!

Dr. Insa Thiele-Eich, Dr. Suzanna Randall, Petra Eimer

Our Journey Into Space

Perennially popular “Outer Space” topic –
promotes children's interest in science
Written by the first two female German
astronauts
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Emerging Readers
Celebrate a
Wedding With
Emmi and the
Unipig!

Incredible but true: the bestselling
Ogglies and the ever-popular
dinosaur theme in one book!

Over 120,000 books sold

Long English
Summary Available

Full French translation
available upon request

Make-believe weddings –
one of the top themes for
primary school children

MORE THAN

5 MIO.
OGGLY BOOKS
SOLD IN TOTAL

Erhard Dietl

Anna Böhm, Susanne Göhlich

The Ogglies Save the Baby Dinosaur

Emmi and the Unipig – Oops – A Wedding!

Early Reader Ages 8+ | 64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7512-0041-7

Early Reader Ages 6+ | 64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7512-0043-1

Professor Brausewein has built a time machine – and it has catapulted the Ogglies
straight back to prehistoric times. Here they meet a little dinosaur who’s looking for his
mum. Of course the Ogglies are going to help him! However, they soon realise that life
in prehistoric times is pretty dangerous. Not only is the little dinosaur being pursued by
scary land-lubbers, but voracious pteradactyl is also after him. Can the Ogglies get him
to safety before Brausewein transports them back to Smelliville?

Antonia is desperate to play pretend wedding. She therefore decides that
Emmi and Moritz would make the perfect bride and groom. However, Moritz
is already taken, and Emmi prefers playing on the swings. The Unipig would
love to marry Emmi, though. That will be a party and a half! Even if it’s not
quite the party that Antonia had imagined …

EXPLORE THE
OGGLY-VERSE –
Presentation
available upon
request

UPCOMING IN YOUR THEATER
Watch the trailer on YouTube

EARLY READER

Calling All
Dinosaur Fans:
Learn to Read
With the Ogglies

Rights of the series sold to

English Sample Translation
Available

Many more titles
available in this series
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NON FICTION

Out into the leafy outdoors –
forest discoveries with our best-selling author
Peter Wohlleben and Pete the squirrel

Nature is
Everywhere –
Even in
Your Town!
Discover adventurous
wildlife in your home town!
Full English translation
available upon request

Rights sold to

Peter Wohlleben

Peter Wohlleben, Stefanie Reich

Peter Wohlleben, Stefanie Reich

Come Outside!
A Journey of Discovery Through Town and Garden

Do You Know Where the
Animals Live? A Journey
of Discovery Through
Meadows and Forest

Can You Hear The Trees
Talking? A Short Journey
of Discovery Through the Woods

Children’s Non Fiction Ages 6+ | 128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-2133-3
Your neighbours include moles, kestrels, mice, rabbits and even raccoons. Every
little gap in a wall or crack in a pavement is home to lichen, moss and flowers. There’s
so much to discover and explore. Perhaps you might like to grow plants on your
balcony or in your garden? Could you make a compass or even spend a night sleeping
outdoors? Peter Wohlleben explains all of this, along with telling us about all the
miraculous and exciting things to be found right outside our own front door.

Rights sold to

Children’s Non Fiction Ages 6+
128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0941-6
Peter Wohlleben takes you on a tour of the animals
that live close to where you live: in the woods, in
the garden, by the water and in the house. You get
to see hedgehogs and mosquitoes have their babies,
watch them eat, defend themselves and sometimes
also when they are ill. You will learn so much about
all manner of creatures – from the thunderfly to the
wolf – that you didn’t know before!

Rights sold to
Rights sold to

Children’s Non Fiction Ages 6+
128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0822-8
Explore the woods, discover the surprises they
hold and have fun with Peter Wohlleben! Do trees
have a language of their own? Do tree children
have a nursery? Why are wild animals frightened of
people? Peter Wohlleben answers questions that are
unusual, original and often very funny. His easy-tounderstand and nearly always surprising answers
help children to see life in the woods with new
eyes. The gifted storyteller draws on his decades
of experience as a forest ranger as well as the latest
research findings.
Rights sold to
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Developed in conjunction
with hobby-horsing fans for the
hobby-horsing community

Masks to make children’s eyes
light up! More than 15 sets of
sewing instructions for
imaginative face coverings

Martin Gebhardt, Yasmin Karim

Christine Stahr

Franziska Lange

Bushcraft for Families –
Together into the Wilderness

Hobby-horsing – I Love My Hobby Horse

Non Fiction Ages 6+ | 104 Pages | ISBN 978-3-96846-033-8

Hobby-horsing is the latest and coolest sport for children aged
6+. Originating in Finland, it combines elements of sport and
gymnastics with imaginary play and ‘do it yourself’ principles.
In hobby-horsing, the main aim is to jump over hurdles on your
hobby horse, or to carry out dressage moves as one would on
“real” ponies. In other countries, it’s still in the starting blocks
but everything suggests it will quickly gain ground. It’s easy for
beginners: all you need is a hobby horse. A home-made one can
be as individual as its rider!

Beastly Transformations!
Sew Your Own Children’s Costumes With
Masks, Hats, and More Besides

Bushcraft is an ever-growing trend: increasing numbers of
people are wanting to experience the thrill of heading off into
Nature with as little kit as possible. At the heart of this lies the
intensive and lasting experience of being at one with Nature.
However, bushcraft is also an exciting and diverse family hobby.
“Bushcraft for Families” is the first book about bushcraft which
is aimed at the entire families. It is aimed at novices with
children who want to dip a toe into outdoor adventures, and
includes basic information about what preparations to make
and explanations of the ways in which Nature might manifest
itself. However, it also contains instructions for families to make
tools and shelters with the most basic materials in order to
experience unforgettable Nature at first hand.

Includes a host of easy-to-make projects
to suit all ages
Outdoor on-trend topic: created by the
writer behind ‘Survival-Kompass’

Non Fiction Ages 6+ | 128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-96846-034-5

“Hobby-horsing: I Love My Hobby Horse” was developed for the
hobby-horsing community in conjunction with current hobbyhorsers, and is a lively, entertaining and colourful introduction
to this fascinating hobby. It’s far more than just a sport!

NON FICTION

The first bushcraft book for the
whole family. Experience
unforgettable Nature together!

Non Fiction All Ages | 96 Pages | ISBN 978-3-96846-026-0
Children love dressing up – particularly as animals. The cheerful
masks in this book take this as the starting point. They carefully
combine children’s games and the current fear of infection, and
turn the day-to-day requirement to wear face coverings into a fun
game. All the masks can be worn on their own as mouth and nose
coverings – or you can add animal accessories and turn them into
complete costumes. Thus these same ideas can also be used for
the carnival season; they are guaranteed to make children’s eyes
light up at a birthday party and make the perfect addition to any
dressing-up box for imaginative play.

Never a dull moment: a lively, colourful fan book

With matching accessories such as hats and hair
bands for top-notch dressing-up costumes

With interactive elements (quiz, profiles of hobby
horses etc)

With comprehensive step-by-step instructions
by the successful sewing blogger Franziska Lange
Includes a link to download print-your-own
patterns in A4 format (to fit children aged 3-10)
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A Fairytale World,
Created by the
Great Storyteller
Paul Maar

And a large helping of
Robber-in-Chief’s son Rapido

Little Troll Tojok early reader
now in an extended form

CHILDREN’S FICTION

A Pinch of
Vicky the Viking,
a Taste of
Robin Hood

Includes completely new stories
By bestselling Oetinger author Nina Weger:
more than 185,000 books sold
Set in a topsy-turvy world that children love

Lovingly and richly illustrated
by Paul Maar

A true easy read: generous typeface,
a likeable hero and lashings of humour

The perfect read-aloud title
by one of our house writers

Anna-Lena Kühler

Paul Maar

Tite Little Robber Rapido 3: The Sore Tooth

The Little Troll Tojok

Children's Fiction Ages 5+ | 112 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7512-0037-0

Children's Fiction Ages 5+ | 160 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7512-0047-9

What’s worse than a whirlwind in Pickpocket Woods? Or a bath full of floral-scented
bubbles? You’ve got it: a Robber-in-Chief with toothache! This creates a new task for the
young robbers: the first one to extract the offending tooth from Rigorous’s mouth will
win the prize. This isn’t entirely straightforward for Rapido, as the other young robbers
are also full of good ideas. Fortunately, though, Rapido and his friend Rapscallion the
Raccoon know the mysterious Jawcracker. Will he be able to help them out?

Little Troll Tojok lives with his parents in a house on the side of a mountain. Although their house
looks a bit wild, it’s actually set up just like a human dwelling – only everything is much smaller.
The sitting room sofas, for instance, are made of willow branches, with a tree-stump for a table.
Tojok’s favourite thing is to play outside in the woods with his best friend the
wildcat. Together they have endless little adventures.
Children will readily identify with Little Troll Tojok. Like them, he’s inquisitive
and adventurous, and he sees the world through the eyes of a child.

Eine Ziege hat
Tojoks grüne
Haare im Maul

1.

und kaut daran
herum.
»Sag mal,
spinnst du?«,

Wiese im tiefen Gras
Der kleine Troll Tojok liegt auf der
Gesicht scheinen. Die
und lässt sich die Sommersonne ins
ge fliegen von Blüte
Wiesenblumen duften, Schmetterlin
die Bienen.
zu Blüte. Im Lindenbaum summen

ruft Tojok und springt
auf. »Du dumme Ziege kannst doch
nicht meine Haare auffressen!«
»Entschuldige, kleiner Troll«, sagt

die Ziege. »Ich habe dein grünes Haar
für ein Grasbüschel gehalten.«
Mommo oben auf dem Dach be-

kommt einen Lachanfall und ruft:

»Los,

komm hoch zu mir, Tojok, dann fressen
dir keine Ziegen mehr die Haare
vom Kopf !«
Tojok steigt zu ihm aufs Dach.
»Wollen wir was spielen?«, fragt

liegt Tojoks
Oben auf dem strohgedeckten Hausdach
Er lässt sich von
bester Freund, der Wildkater Mommo.
zu Tojok herunter.
der Sonne das Fell wärmen und schaut
Tojok! Pass auf !«
Plötzlich steht er auf und ruft: »Vorsicht,
soll das?« Etwas
»Au!«, ruft Tojok. »Was ist das? Was
zieht heftig an seinen Haaren.

der Kater.
»Ich sehe was, was du nicht siehst«,
schlägt Tojok vor.
was,
»Sehr gut«, sagt Mommo. »Ich sehe
was du nicht siehst, und das ist schwarz.«
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CHILDREN’S FICTION

The Second Wildly
Funny Case for
Anna Böhm’s
Emergency Services

Together, Anything
Is Possible!
Heart-warming stories about
friendship, family, and sticking
together

Amusing animal heroes,
tricky detective work, and a
real feel-good factor

Volume 3 of the much-loved
children’s series featuring the
Patchwork Family of Hotchpotch House
By the best-selling author
Stefanie Taschinski

Based around current hot topics:
animal protection, friendship, and
sticking together

A modern-day cross between
Astrid Lindgren’s Bullerby Children and
Kirsten Boie’s Möwenweg stories

Rights sold to
Anna Böhm, Ramona Wultschner

Stefanie Taschinski, Anne-Kathrin Behl

The Animal Police – Ears Up, Or I’ll Shoot!

Hotchpotch House 3: We Go on Holiday

Children's Fiction Ages 8+ | 224 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1477-9

Children's Fiction Ages 8+ | 216 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1481-6

Baby rabbit Rosine has lost her mum – it’s a case for the Animal Police. Their sleuthing skills lead
the four detectives through the park and on to the pet shop, where some very strange things are
happening. Syrian hamster Jack has long had a serious bone to pick with the ultra-mean shopkeeper.
Flopson and the Animal Police soon work out that something’s amiss in the pet shop. With an
adventure this exciting, your hair will be standing on end just as much as the Animal Police’s fur!

It’s unbelievably exciting when your wishes come true! Out of the blue Rebecca, the mother of
Emma, Ben and Jojo, returns from Australia, and turns the lives of everyone at Number 11 upside
down. Emma now has barely any time for her guinea pig project – but now that Mum’s home,
Emma obviously wants her to stay there for ever … Meanwhile, it’s already holiday time and all
the other children at Number 11 are already away – so Emma, Ben and Jojo are thrilled when their
mum suggests a camping trip at the North Sea. Their holiday gets off to a great start – until Emma
discovers that her mum has a secret. What on Earth should they do now?

Easy to read, and with fantastic illustrations
Sample translation
available

EXPERTISE
for series
available upon
request!
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There’s Always
Something
Weird Afoot!

Modern, feisty and funny,
this comic-style book is perfect
for reluctant readers, too

The neighbourhood kids
are hot on the trail

CHILDREN’S FICTION

Watch Out,
YouTubers: Here
Comes Ralf!

Sample Translation Available

Sample Translation Available

Edgy but warm-hearted:
a detective story for kids combined
with a cool gaming challenge

A story of friendship,
courage and dreaming big

For fans of “Rico and Oscar”
(Andreas Steinhöfel)

Silas Matthes, Stefanie Wegner, Timo Müller-Wegner

Benjamin Tienti, Sebastian Kiefer, Stephan Pricken

RalfTube – From Looser to Legend

Mountains of Chinese Noodles

Children's Fiction Ages 10+ | 192 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7513-0002-5

Children's Fiction Ages 9+ | 240 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7513-0005-6

13-year-old Ralf dreams of becoming a famous YouTuber, and is desperate to impress Mia, the prettiest
girl in the school, with his own videos. Oh, and he wouldn’t mind becoming rich and famous, either –
or finally settling the argument with his arch-enemy Julian as to who’s the coolest of them all.

Elmo is eleven, lives in Berlin-Neukölln, and is a detective. His cases are a welcome diversion
from normal life: things haven’t been the same since his big brother died. When Elmo meets
super-sassy gamer Tuna, they set out to hunt for the ‘master melody’ in the notorious online
game MELOdiy. There’s a big reward for whoever finds it first. But Elmo and Tuna aren’t the only
ones trying to find it. Thus a harmless case turns into a huge, crazy adventure.

But what makes for a smash hit YouTube channel? Ralf – a creative newbie – makes his tentative entry
into the World Wide Web, which is riddled with far more pitfalls than he could ever have imagined.

Packed with boy-friendly
comic-style illustrations,
it’s designed
to get them reading

“Mountains of Chinese Noodles” is Benjamin Tienti’s third novel for children aged 10+, and the
first one co-written with his punk band colleague Sebastian Kiefer.

Rights
sold to

Rights
sold to
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Can a Blind Horse Change
the Way I See Things?
Volume 2 of a very special
friendship

Ninjas: a massive trend among kids, teens and adults – on TV, in clubs, gaming etc.

Rights
sold to

YOUNG ADULT FICTION

CHILDREN’S FICTION

Thrilling Action Series By Cult Author
and Martial Artist Kai Lüftner

Rights
sold to

Kai Lüftner, Matthias Seeba-Gomille

Kai Lüftner, Matthias Seeba-Gomille

Kai Lüftner, Matthias Seeba-Gomille

Julie Wald / Holzinger

Ninja Academy 1: The Mission

Ninja Academy 2: The Tesuto

Ninja Academy 3: The Goemons

Silver Horse 2: Riding like the Wind

Children's Fiction Ages 9+
256 Pages | ISBN 978-3-96846-004-8

Children's Fiction Ages 9+
256 Pages | ISBN 978-3-96846-005-5

Children's Fiction Ages 9+
256 Pages | ISBN 978-3-96846-006-2

Young Adult Fiction Ages 11+
272 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1444-1

Along with thousands of other kids across the
globe, Sam, Bent, Svea, Li und Marta-Zofia
dream of being accepted by one of the five
Ninja Academies. In Berlin, on their first secret
mission, the five are taken to the limits of their
extraordinary abilities. For this very reason the
kids have to stick together and trust one another,
while everything they thought they knew about
the international Ninja world is thrown into
question. Who is good, and who is evil? Nothing
is as it seems! Thus begins the real story …

The five kids have completed their first mission
successfully – so now they can finally move on
to the Tesuto. But while Sam is still doubting
whether he’ll actually be able to pass the feared
and legendary entrance exam to the Ninja
Academy, the friends have to overcome some
very different obstacles: someone evidently
wants to try to make sure they fail. On top of
that, “The Bullet” – the super-Ninja in charge
– suddenly sets everything in motion to make
things as difficult as possible for them …

Sam and his friends have successfully passed
the legendary Tesuto despite all the apparently
insurmountable obstacles and mishaps involved.
Finally they are starting their first year at the
Academy, where they are about to embark on their
Level 1 training, the so-called Ashigura. But even
more excitingly, they are allowed to take part in
their first ever competition. And if Sam weren’t
already nervous enough, he has to encounter
his father – and Kent, “The Bullet”, puts yet more
obstacles in his way …

Ava is looking forward to the holidays. But there’s so
much to do: just as they’re preparing for the pony day,
Soraya suddenly falls ill. Ava is terribly worried. She
can’t bear the thought of losing another beloved horse,
so wraps the blind mare up in cotton wool. But that in
turn does more harm than good to their relationship.
And then someone comes creeping up through the
woods, bent on causing trouble …

Long English summary available

Five Ninja warriors-in-waiting on their first secret missions
Not your normal school day – the Ninja Academy is a gripping
read for all 9+ girls and boys

WATCH
THE TRAILER
Rights
sold to
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How I Became
the Woman
I Am Now

NON FICTION

YOUNG ADULT FICTION

A love list – with brilliant
upcyclying ideas for readers
to try themselves

Be who you are!
Blogger Jana motivates
her readers to accept
themselves as they are

For All Young Women
Who Are On The Journey
of Their Lives

Anke Girod, Lea Melcher

Lina Mallon

Jana Crämer, Josephine Pauluth

Cocoa Hearts and A Love
of Lists – The Chaos of
My So-Called Life

30 Women – On Girl Power, Strong Women,
Weak Moments, and Finding Yourself

Inimitably You! – How You Continue
to Be Your Own Best Friend

Young Adult Fiction Ages 14+ 200 Pages | ISBN 978-3-96976-012-3

Young Adult Fiction Ages 12+
320 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0653-5

In her latest book, Lina Mallon writes about the female friends and other women who
have affected her life. With great frankness and openness, she describes real support,
unexpected opposition, friendship disappointments, the strength of Girl Power, and the
dilemma in which women of all ages can find themselves in: meeting the expectations
of society whilst fulfilling their own dreams and desires. Our greatest challenge is not
to lose ourselves at this point but to find our own way as women. Above all, Mallon
emphasises the importance of women mutually supporting one another, being honest
with one another, and even being able to criticise one another in a positive way so that
they can grow together rather than competing with one another.

Non Fiction Ages 12+
240 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0655-9

14 and starting a new school? Ugh – talk about
complicated! But Luv knows how to get her life
into order: with her beloved lists. And, in fact,
her new life isn’t so bad. She quickly sets up a
makeshift barn in the garden so that she and
her friends can pursue their hobby of upcycling.
But what good are her lists when gorgeous
Liam from Theatre Club appears in her life and
intruders wreck her barn? And what does the
anonymous list-writer want all of a sudden?

With illustrations inspired
by bullet journaling – ideal for
creative minds either with or
without a propensity for lists!
© privat

Lina Mallon is an author, freelance columnist and podcaster
who lives in Hamburg and Cape Town. In April 2020, her debut
“schnell.liebig” reached No. 3 on the Spiegel bestseller list.
In 2010, she founded the blog www.linamallon.de, which became
one of the most successful blogs in the German-speaking world.
In her latest Spotify podcast she speaks frankly about her
personal development.

Jana Crämer hasn’t always had it easy, but she has
always made the best of it. Being happy isn’t the same
as being perfect: this much has Jana learned. This is
also her message, and forms the basis of her second
activity book. This book includes anecdotes and
quotations from her own life, full of ideas and
encouraging exercises and loads of space to write in.

Inspiring new activity book by the renowned
body positivity messenger – packed with
suggestions and encouragement
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YOUNG ADULT FICTION

Fabulous
Young Adult
Love Story,
Told From
Two Different
Perspectives

Romantic, entertaining, sexy:
The perfect book for everyone
who loves dating shows!

Debut novel by a massively
talented 20-year-old

EXPERTISE
Jette Menger

Know Me Again – June & Kian

for series
available upon
request!

Young Adult Fiction Ages 14+ | 400 Pages | ISBN 978-3-96976-010-9
Student June is beside herself with excitement: Kian, her best friend from schooldays, is returning from Australia to their
home town of Bath, and is moving into her shared student house. Time, however, hasn’t stood still since he went away. Kian –
an erstwhile chubby schoolboy – now has muscles and tattoos, and June – previously somewhat hyper – has become shy and
reserved. However, their mutual attraction has moved beyond just friendship: there’s a huge spark between them and June
finds Kian’s flirting almost impossible to resist. If only they could overcome the secrets of their past …
Jette Menger

Know You Again – Kian & June
Young Adult Fiction Ages 14+ | 400 Pages | ISBN 978-3-96976-011-6
To leave behind his Sydney life: that’s all Kian wanted when he returned to Bath and June. However, it soon
becomes clear that he can’t escape from his past, and that June hasn’t opened up to him in order for him to shut
her out. Regardless of how he and June have changed, what matters is that he loves her. More, even, than all the
fame in the world.

Kathy Tailor

The Dating Game
Young Adult Fiction Ages 14+
320 Pages | ISBN 978-3-96976-008-6
In order to do her twin sister a favour, Tilda applies for a
TV dating show. The plan is for her to win Florian, with
whom her sister is hopelessly in love. Tilda, though,
has set all her sights on Nik, with whom she spent an
incredible night. But then there’s also camera man Ben,
whom she can’t get out of her head. It’s all so difficult!
Not least because she always has to make sure that
nobody blows her cover. Will Tilda manage to win the
TV show? And who will be her first choice?
Rights
sold to

Does he love her? Does she love him? A gorgeous love story to make you melt!
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YOUNG ADULT FICTION

Mystery in the style of Netflix dramas “The Society”, “Dark” and “Stranger Things”

Experiment with the future:
a page-turning thriller about
the power of memories

Group dynamics, psychological tension, dual narrative perspective, nightmarish setting:
an abandoned sanatorium
EXPERTISE
for series
available upon
request!

EXPERTISE
available upon
request!

Nova Hill

Nova Hill

Nova Hill

Janna Ruth

The Woods 1:
The Abandoned Sanatorium

The Woods 2:
The Lost Group

The Woods 3:
The Final Chapter

Young Adult Fiction Ages 14+
320 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0656-6

Young Adult Fiction Ages 14+
320 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0657-3

Young Adult Fiction Ages 14+
320 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0658-0

Memories of Summer –
Who Would You Be, if You
Had No Past?

On a field trip, twins Ira and Vanjo lose their
way in the woods. They seek sanctuary in a
dilapidated sanatorium, where they encounter
a group of young people from a boot camp. But
something isn’t right. Why do all routes lead
back to the doors of the sanatorium? Where are
the nocturnal gasping and shuffling sounds
coming from? Thrown back on their own
resources, there’s only one thing they can do:
solve the mystery of the sanatorium. However,
the tensions within the group are mounting,
and it soon transpires that they are in real
danger.

The tension is mounting for the teenagers lost
in the woods. Mistrust and mutual suspicions
are now threatening to tear the group asunder.
But suddenly an even greater peril strikes from
outside: the teenagers aren’t alone in the woods,
and find themselves facing mortal danger.
Wicca, modern-day witches, are pursuing their
black magic, and are seeking a human sacrifice
for their forthcoming important ritual …

The teenagers slowly begin to uncover
the secrets surrounding the abandoned
sanatorium. They realise that their great
enemy isn’t Wicca, but one of their own
group. The tension mounts – and culminates
in a gripping showdown. Will the teenagers
manage to set their differences aside in order
to survive? This battle has long since ceased
to be theirs alone.

With constantly switching perspectives:
a thrilling read in the manner of all the
best series

The dark secret that leads them all
to their doom – with a completely
unexpected ending

Rights of the series sold to
Long English summary available

Young Adult Fiction Ages 14+
304 Pages | ISBN 978-3-96976-009-3
Mika regularly donates his memories to the NEURO
Institute. Why? Because it pays well. Moreover, it
helps to treat people with depression, because his
memories are implanted into the sufferers. But then
Lynn appears in his life. She knows everything
about him, and Mika wishes that he could remember
her. When something else happens which makes
him keen not to erase the past, he tries to recall
his memories – and comes dangerously close to
uncovering the secrets of the NEURO Institute …

Accomplished futuristic fiction for
romantics
Edge-of-the-seat thought experiments:
who are we, if we have no memories?
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Recognising right-wing
language patterns:
the highly topical follow-up
to Say Something!

Arguments for climate
protection, rhetorical
techniques, and helpful tips

Laura Hofmann, Felicia Ewert, Fabienne Sand

Philipp Steffan & Tadel verpflichtet e.V.

Say Something!
Radically Polite
Arguments Against
Right-Wing Populism

Philipp Steffan, Caroline Morfeld,
Tobias Gralke

Andrea Rings

Feminism Is for Everyone! –
Arguments for an Equal Rights Society

NON FICTION

Clear Message:
Speak out against
right-wing extremism!

Compact
Format
Filled With
Powerful
Arguments
Written by a
prominent and
diverse trio of
female authors

Non Fiction Ages 12+ | 80 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0659-7
Never deny your own identity – stand up for a society in which nobody is
discriminated against. That’s the message of this book by three top-class women
writers. Equal rights for men and women, for people with migrant backgrounds,
for trans and intersex people – it should (in fact) be self-evident to treat everyone
equally. If you’re ever stuck for the right comeback during a discussion about these
issues, you’ll find some great ones here!

Championing an equal society
free from discrimination

Political topics
presented in a modern and
accessible way for young people

Non Fiction Ages 12+
80 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0606-1
Right-wing populism is constantly
gaining ground. But how do you identify
right-wing ideas, and more than anything,
how do you deal with them? These are
the questions the highly acclaimed young
association Tadel verpflichtet e.V. poses
with its educational initiative diskursiv,
which is publishing this practical little
book providing some powerful reasoning
to support arguments against right-wing
populism; tailored to a young readership
and practice-related with conversation
tactics, tips and suggested solutions.

Call It Out!
Courteously but Radically
Countering Right-wing
Populist Language
Non Fiction Ages 12+
96 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0673-3
Why is language so important?
Because HOW we say something is
fundamentally linked to WHAT we
say. In this new volume, the activist
organisation “Tadel verpflichtet! e.V.”
exposes right-wing populist language
and the world view behind it. Practical
examples help the reader to judge
difficult situations accurately, and to
counter them politely but radically.

Get Involved!
Argue Smart for the
Climate
Non Fiction Ages 12+
80 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0665-8
Learn to argue like Greta in six punchy
chapters: What are we facing? To what
extent are society and politics to blame?
What are the psychological effects of
impending climate change? How can I
defuse myths about the climate? Tips for
effective ways to talk about the climate,
ideas to help you get involved yourself,
and conversational techniques to
employ. In short: get involved!

In the tradition of Stéphane
Hessels Time for Outrage!
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